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Abstract: Language teaclring has been focused mainly on teachers'

classroom actions and behaviours and their effects on leamers. It is
acknowledged that teacher knowledge and beliefs form the underlying

frameworkguidingateacher'sclassroompractices'However'notto
be ignored 

-ar, lei-err' beliefs about teaching and learning_ which

inflrience how they approach learning. Thus, teachers need to be

informed about leamers' beliefs so tlnt they can better understand and

rumage their teaching as well as their shtdents' learning. The purpose

of thi-s sfirdy is to investigate similarities and differences between

teachers, and students' beliefs. Sixty-trro English language teachers

and 164 students from the four polltechnics in singapore participated

in the study. Data for this study came from these teachers' and

students, ,isponses to a survey questionnaire desigrred to elicit

information Jbout so*e asp€cts of their beliefs. In this paper, we will
report on some pedagogrcally interesting differences in certain areas

of teachers' anO stuaents' beliefs (e.g., What constitutes good

teachers/learners, why leamers fail to leam English). we will also

discuss the implicatiohs of these differences for langUage teaching and

learning.
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The pulpose of this study was to investigate current trends in English

language i"u"ttittg (ELT) practices arnong Singapore's tertiary language

teachers and the extent these were congruent with students' perceptions

about English language teaching and learning. We were interested to see
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if singapore's tertiary language teachers' instructional and assessment
practices were in line with current ideas of language teaching and
assessment as described in the professional literature of applied linguistics
(e.g., Larsen-Freeman and Long, l99l; Brown, 1994; Ellis, 1994; Genesee
and Upshur, 1996;Tudor, 1996).

we begin with a brief literature review on developments in education
and ELT. we then present the results of our study in which we asked
teachers, or rather, lecturers, as they are called at tertiary institutions in
singapore, and students to respond to a set of questions designed to obtain
information about their instructional and assessment practices and their
perceptions about English language teaching and leaming.

Developments in Education

Constructivism, learner-centredness, metacognition, cooperative
leaming, and process-oriented instruction are terms commonly referred to
in the educational literature, which indicates that a new paradigm of
teaching has evolved from the old paradigm (e.g., Brown, coilins and
Duguid, 1989). Research into the nature of knowledge acquisition and
how the knowledge is best acquired has resulted in the development of
this new paradigm. For example, for students to make the knowledge their
own, they must actively construct, discover and transform information
(Leinhart, 1992; Johnson and Johnson, L994). pivotal to this construction
procoss is for students to connect the to be learned information to their
existing background knowledge (Kuhara-Kojima and Hatano, l99l;
Pressley et al., 1992). In addition, when new information is presented in a
meaningful situation (Ausubel, 1963) and within a cooperative context
(Palincsaq Brown and Martin, 1987; Johnson and Jobnson, 1994; Jacobs,
1998), sfudents' learning can be greatly facilitated. In the area of
assessment, assessing knowledge in holistic and realistic contexts, rather
than in disjointed artificial contefis has been gaining acceptance, resulting
in greater use of more authentic assessment methods which are altemative,
non-traditional, or continuous (Hamayan, I 995).

some of the important differences between traditionar and current
thoughts on education are featured in the table below (adapted from the
Hawaii State Department of Education, l99l).



Student as passive

recipient
Emphasis on parts

Isolated knowledge and
skills
Emphasis on teaching
Teacher as information
giver
Leaming as an individual
activrty
Only teacher-directed
learning
Emphasis on product
One answer, one way,
correctness

Tests that test
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Student as active constructor
of meaning
Emphasis on the whole
Integrated knowledge and
skills
Emphasis on leaming
Teacher as co-learner and

facilitator
Learning also as a social
activity
Als o, student-directed learning

Emphasis on process

Open-ended, non-routine,
multiple solutions
Tests that also teach

Developments in ELT

English language teaching has undergone changes over the iast 40 to

50 years. It has moved from a traditional paradigm to a more current one

(e.g., Hymes, 1972 Widdowson, 1978; Richards and Rogers, 1986;

Larsen-Freeman, 1998). The advent of communicative language teaching

in the 1960s challenged the prevalent trend in language teaching"

Discontentment with the mainly code-based view of language teaching in

approaches such as, the grammar translation and audiolingual rnethods

resulted in this new approach. The difference between the code-based

view of language teaching and communicative language teaching is that
the former sees language as a system of gramrnatical patterns which
students have to become proficient in regardless of their learning goals,

whilst the latter sees language as a system for the expression of meaning

and for communication" The major features of the communicative view of
language are encapsulated by Richards and Rogers (1986, p.7l):
I Language is a system for the expression of meaning.

t
I

I
I
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r The main function of language is for interaction and communication.
r The structure of language reflects its functional and communicative

uses.
Behaviourism, the prevailing leaming theory in the 1960s, was soon

replaced by cognitivism (Richards and Rogers, 1986). The cognitivist
view of learning saw language learners as active constructors of
knowledge using whatever mental faculty they had availabre. The
discovery of rules that allowed people to use the language creatively was
the responsibility of the learners. subsequent advancements saw learners
not only as cognitive beings, but also as affective and social beings, in
addition to being strategy users (Larsen-Freeman, 1998). Th"se
advancements gave rise to a view of learning that recognised the major
roles that learners play in the leaming process. Thus, the term learner-
centredness was coined to reflect this view of learning (Nunan, lggg;
Tudor, L996). Learner-centred methodologies that consider the needs,
goals, interests, learning styles and strategies of learners are common
attributes in many of today's ELT classrooms as a result of this view of
trearning.

Helping sfudents become autonomous leamers, that is, learners who
can direct their own leaming regardless of the learning context, is one of
tl,e most important goals of leaming, which is fundamental to the concept
of learner-centredness (Dickinson, lg92\. Learner autonomy cao b"
cultivated by way of instructional procedures that allow learners to
partake in conscious planning, monitoring and evaluation oftheir learning.
Research in the area of cognitive and metacognitive strategy training is
full of ideas on how to help students become independent learners (see,
for exarnple, Wenden, 1997; Cohen and Weaver, 1998; Hall and Beggs,
1ee8).

Language teachers take on drastically different roles in the learner-
centred classroom as they are seen as more of language facilitators,
counsellors and collaborators rather than as lesson conductors or
knowledge dispatchers. In taking on these new roles, it is imperative that
teachers not view lcarncrs bs hollow cavities waiting to be imbued with a
plethora of knowledge. Leamcrs should be encouraged to actively
construct and rcconstruct knowledgc. Hcncc, the main focus of instruction
in the classroom is directed towards not thc lcssons. tho toxts or thc
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syllabus, but the learners themselves (Freeman, 1999).

The area of language assessment has also seen parallel

developments. It is increasingly normal to find in English language

classrooms authentic forms of assessment, like portfolios, interviews,
journals and selflpeer-assessment (Penaflorida, 1998). Such forms of
assessment, unlike traditional forms, e.g., multiple choice tests, are more

student-centred as, apart from being an assessment tool, they "give
students a sense of involvement in, control over, and enthusiasm for
leaming" (Genesee and Upshur,1996, p. 116). A part from this, authentic

assessment methods give teachers useful information that can help them

improve their instructional plans and practices, Simply ptlt, authentic
assessment can bring positive effects on teaching (Hamayan, 1995).

The differences between the traditional and new paradigms can be

summarised below (Richards and Rogers, 1986; Nunan, 1988; Genesee

and Upshur, 1996; Tudor, 1996; Larsen-Freeman, 1998):

Traditional Paradigm I New Paradigm

o Focus on language I o Focus on communication
t Teacher-centred lr Learner-centred

I Isolated skills I r Integrated skills
t Focus on accuracy I r Focus on fluency
t Discrete point tests I I Also holistic tests

I Traditional tests (e.g., | + Also, authentic assessment

multiple choice) | (e.e., portfolios)
r Emphasis on product I I On process

r Individual learnine I I Also. cooperative learn

Research Questions

Our research was inspired by an earlier study that looked at trends in
English language teaching (ELT) in Asia. This study by R.enandya, Lim,
Leong and Jacobs (1999) sought to find out if the instructional and

assessment practices of Asian teachers of English were in keeping with
current notions of language teaching and assessment as reflected in the

literature of applied linguistics. This study provided valuable information
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about what teachers and students considered to be important factors in the
teaching and learning ofEnglish as a second and foieign language. The
present study sought to ascertain not only teachers, but also learners,
views on certain factors known to be essential in the teaching and learning
of English in the classroom. specificaily we were interested in leamini
more about the beliefs of English language lecturers and students in thifour polytechnics in singapore: Temasek porytechnic, singapore
Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic and Nanyang polytechnic.
The following questions guided our study:
I' what is singapore's tertiary English language lecturers, preferred

teaching methodology?
2. What are their perceptions regarding

. the role of language teachers in the classrooms?. the role of pre-course needs assessment?

' the characteristic-s of good ranguage teachers and good
language leamers?

r the causes of leamers' failure to reach a high level of English
proficiency?

3. what are the functions of traditional and non-traditional modes of
assessment?

4. What are students' perceptions regarding
. the role of language teachers in the classrooms?

' the characteristics of good language teachers and good
language learners?

' the causes of learners' failure to reach a high level of English
proficiency?

5. Do polyechnic students and polytechnic lecturers hold the same or
different views with respect to items in question 4?

. Answers to questions I to 3 above *ouid enable us to get an idea of
these polytechnic lecturers' views regarding their teachi"g"f*r and #2)
and assessment (#3) practices. Answers to number + wouto inform us
about polytechnic students' .views regarding language teachers and
Ieamers. An analysis to #5 would help us see if th.r* u., differences
between polltechnic students' and poiytechnic lecturers' views about
language teaching and learning. we nowdescribe the methodology of our
study.
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METHOI)

Participants

A sample comprising a total of 62 lecturers and 154 students from
four polytechnics, all publicly funded, participated in the survey. Table I
presents the breakdown of the participants by polytechnic.

Table 1. Participants by Polytechnic

Polltechnic Lecturer Student

Temasek
Singapore
Ngee Ann
Nanvang

31

l8
l0
J

48
58
29
l9

TOTAL 62 154

Female lecturers constituted 75.8 % of the participants. The majority
of the lecturers (62.9 ?/Ahad an MA in language education as their highest
degree, with the rest holding BA degrees (32.3 W, doctorates (3.2 Yo) and
diplomas (L6 %). The respondents varied greatly in terms of the length of
their teaching experience. The mean years of teaching experience was
11.3, with a standard deviation of 8.1.

There was a slightly higher number of female students (54.5 W than
male students (45.5 %). T\e majority of the students (87 W had a
Singapore-Cambridge GCE 'O' Level Certificate or its equivalent, with
the rest holding diplornas (7.8 %'), Singapore-Cambridge GCE 'A' Level
certificates or equivalent (1.9 o/") td Institute of Technical Education
certificates (I.9 W.The rest of the respondents (1.3 "/r) held other
qualifications.

Materials

Two questionnaires, one for the lecturers and one for the students,
comprising a combination of both closed and open ended question formats
were used. The questionnaire for the lecturers had two parts: Part I asked
respondents for some basic biographical data; Part II asked respondents to
characterise their teaching and assessment practices and what influenced
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these. some of the questions in this questionnaire were adapted from
Renandya, Lim, Leong and Jacobs (1999i. The questionnaire ror students
also had two parts: Part I asked respondents for some biographical data;
Pat II asked respondents for their views on what makes J gooo English
language teacher and leamer.

Items in Part I of the Lecturer euestionnaire asked respondents to
state their sex, highest academic or professional qualifications, teaching
experience and the educational level of their studints. Items in part rI
asked respondents to describe their teaching approaches and styles; what
they considered to be the quarities of a goooiiacher in general and the
main role of the English language teacher in particular] the extent to
which they had carried out needs assessrnent among their students, the
kinds of assessment they usually used and the primaf,, functions of these
assessments; the extent to which they had included authentic (altemative)
assessment procedures in their instruction; and what they considered to be
the learning behaviours of a good language learner, u, *rtt u, tt . factors
that contributed to learners' failure to reach a high ievel of proficiency in
English. Some of the items provided the respondents with alist of options
to choose from; others required respondents to evaluate items on a likert-
type scale. For each item, a space was provided for respondents to write
their comments.

Items in Part I of tlre student euestionnaire asked respondents to
state their sex, highest academic or professional qualifications, and the
type of institution they are studying in. Items in part II asked respondents
to describe what they considered to be the qualities and main role of a
good. English language teacher, and what they considered to be the
learning behaviours of a good language learner, as well as the factors that
contributed to learners' failure to reach a high level of proficiency in
English. some of the items provided respondents with a list of options to
choose from, whilst one required respondents to evaluate items on a likert-
type scale. For each item, a space was provided for respondents to write
their comments.

Proccdure

* ^ The survey was conducted between December l99g and April 1999.
Before participants filled out the questionnaire, they were first informed
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about the purpose of the study. We administered the questionnaire to the
heads of the language and communication skills deparhnent of each
polytechnic for dissemination to their respective staff. Once the
questionnaires were completed, they were returned to us. The retumed
rate of the questionnaire was 73 %. With regards to the collection of
student data, we also administered the questionnaire to the heads of the
language and communication skills departrnent of each polytechnic for
dissemination to their students. Again, once the questionnaires were
completed, they were returned to us. The returned rate of the questionnaire
was 960/o.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Teaching Styles and Methods

When asked about their teaching approaches or methods (Item 2.1),
95 Yo of respondents indicated their teaching methods to be between five
to ten. Of this 95 o/o,6L.7 o/o clustered around seven to eight on the scale,
with a mean of 7.10 (refer to Table l).

Table tr. Teaching Method

=Skuctural l0=Communicative
The respondents' answers to the question of whether or not their

teaching tended to be teacher-centred or learner-centred (Item 2.4) showed
ttnt 95 04 of respondents indicated their teaching styles to be between five
to ten. Of this 95 yo, 70 % clustered around seven to nine on the scale,
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with a mean of 7 .26 (refer to Table 2).

Table 2, Teaching Style

l=Teacher-Cenhed I 0=Learner-Centred

It should be noted that the means for method and style are very
sirnilar in timt it is 7. l0 for method and 7 .26 for style. It can be concluded
that lecfurers are of the opinion that a more cofilmunicative method of
teaching is one that involves a more leamer-centred style of teaching.

Needs Assessment

What kinds of needs assessment did teachers carry out (Item 2.5)?
As can be seen from Table 2, an a scale of one to five, teachers carried out
needs analysis mostly to find out about learners' communicative needs
(mean:3.58), followed by goals and objectives (mean=3.50), interests and
preferred activities in the classroom (mean-3.45), and learning styles
(mean:3.24).

Table 2. Needs Assessment

ltem Lecturers (Mean)

Communicative Needs
Goals and Objectives
Interests
Preferred Activities
Learning styles

3.58
3.46
3.45
3.45
3.24
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Again, here we see that to an extent most lecturers conduct needs
assessment to assess learners' communicative needs.
This concurs with the earlier result that lecturers are adopting a more
communicative method of teaching.

Lecturer's Wews on the Qaalities of a Good Teacher

When asked about what they considered to be three qualities of a
good teacher (Itern 2.2),the majority of the lecturers were of the opinion
that a good teacher should be able to motivate students (72.6 yo'). The
other qualities that they felt were important in a good language teacher
were helping students become more autonomous learners (59.7 %1, being
knowledgeable in the subject (41.9 o/o), being able to diagnose students'
weaknesses (38.7 yo), being willing to experiment and leam (38.7 o/o),

being well-organised (33.9 %), being proficient in the language (12.9 o/o),

and being hardworking (3.2 %).Interestingly, none of the respondents felt
that giving enough assignments was a quality of a good language teacher.
Table 3 presents a summary of lecturers' view regarding the qualities of a
good teacher.

Table 3. Qualities of Good Language Teachers (7o)

Students' Wews on the Qualities of a Good Teacher

When asked about what they considered to be three

ltem Lecturers

Qr62)
Students
(n=154)

Able to motivate students
Flelp sfudents become autonomous
Knows his/her subject matter well
Able to diagnose students' weaknesses
Willing to experiment
Well-organised
Proficient in English
Hardworking
Give enoush assisnment

72.6
59.7
41.9
38.7
38.7
33.9
rz.9
3.2
0

78.6
22.t
35. r
58.4
18.2
34.4
39.6
4.5
7.8

qualities of a
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good teacher (Item 2.1), the majority of the students, like lecturers, werc
of the opinion that a good teacher should be able to motivate students
(78.6 yo). The other two qualities that they felt were important in a good
language teacher were the ability to diagnose students' weaknesses (58.4
Yo),being proficient in the language (39.6 96). Table 3 presents a surnmary
ofstudents' view regarding the qualities ofa good teacher.

Overall, motivation helping students become autonomous learners,
knowing his/her subject matter well and the ability to diagnose students'
weaknesses are considered important. From Figure 3, a majority of
students (78.6 %) and lecturers (72.6 o/o) rated the most important quality
of a good teacher as one who should be able to motivate students. Our
result concurs with earlier studies (e.g. Bress, 2000; Renandya et al,
1999), which found that both students and teachers, affirmed the
importance of the teacher's role in enthusing the class.

Table 3. lecturer vs. Student on Qualities of Good Language Teachers

1 = Motivation; 2 = Autonomous; 3 = SubjectMatter; 4 = Dagnose Weaknesses;
5 = Experimen[ 6 = Organised; 7 =Froficient; 8 = ]Iardworking; 9 = Assignment

The ability to conduct independent leaming is not rated as important
by the students (22.1W compared to the lecturers' beliefs (59.7 W.

Also, lecturers are perceived by students as individuals who tcll
students of their areas of weaknesses in the language (58.4 7o) compared
to only 38 7 % of the lecturers in the survey who believed this to be so.
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Perhaps the concept of self-assessment is still not sold yet and this is

an ability that ties in with independent learning.

Lecturer's Views on the Rolcs of Teachers

Table 4 shows that lecturers rated Role l, that is, providing useful

learning experiences, as the most important role. This is followed by

helping students discover effective strategies, helping students become

self-directed leamers, passing on knowledge to students and etc.

Table 4" Roles of Teachers

Students' Wews on the Roles of Teachers

Unlike the lecturers, students raled Role 4, that is, passing on

knowledge to students, as the most important. This is followed by

modelling correct language use, helping students discover effective

strategies, correcting learners' errors and etc (refer to Table 4)'
Overall, providing useful learning experiences, helping students

discover effective leaming strategies, helping students become self-

directed learners, and passing on knowledge and language skills are

considered important.
From Table 4, it is interesting to note that there seems to be greater

contrasts between the perceptions of lecturers and students for items l, 3,

6, 8, and 9. Lecturers rate helping students become self-directed learners

Item
Lecturers
(Mean)

Students
(Mean)

Provide useful leaming experiences

Help students discover effective strategies

Help students becorne self-directed
Pass on knowledge,to students
Model correct language use

Correct learners' errors
Help students pass exam
Give rules about English
Direct and control leaming

4.40
4.27
4.27
4.18
3.93
3.56
3.43
J.JJ
3.15

3.97
4.05
3.79
4.t9
4.07
3.99
3.43
5.t)
3.47
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and providing useful learning experiences to be more important than the
students. Students, on the other hand, rate directing and controlling
learning, correcting learners' errors and giving rules and explanations
about English to be more important than the lecturers. Once again, we see

that whilst qualities related to independent learning are considered to be
important by lecturers they are not considered to be of great importance
by the students.

Table 4. Lecfurer vs Student on Roles of Teachers

I =Learning Experiences; 2=Effective Strategies; 3=Self-Directed;
4=Pass Knowledge; S=Model Language; 6=Correct Enors; 7=Pass Exam;
8=English Rules; 9=Control Learning

Lecturers' Wews on the Characteristics of a Good Language Leurner
As shown in Table 5, most lecturers (79 yl felt that good language

lcarners (Item 2.9) were those who were motivated. They were also of the
opinion that those who were able to plan, monitor and evaluate their own
lcaming (77.4 7o) were good language learners. The number of
rcspondents who thought that good language learners were thosc who
completed class assignments and those who followed teachcr's
urstructions wcrc small-9.7 % and 6.5 % respectively. This suggcsts that
tlrc old paradigm has rclatively little support:rmong lecturers in our study.



Table 5. Qualities of Good Lang;uage l*arners (%o)

ltern
Lecturers
(n:62)

Students
(n=154)

Motivated
Able to plan, monitor and evaluate their own
leaming
Not afraid of making mistakes
Active and speak out
Ask a lot of questions
lnteract with other students

Complete class assignment
Follow teachers' instructions

79
77.4
62.9
29
19.4
t2.9
9.7
6.5

54.s
6r.7
77.3
54.s
16.2
20.8
8.4
3.9
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Students' Wews on the Characterirtics of a Good Langnage Learnet

As shown in Table 5, most students (77 .3 yl felt that good language

learners (Item 2.3)lwere those who were not afraid of making mistakes.

They were also of the opinion that those who were able to plan, monitor

and evaluate their own learning (61.7 %) were good language leamers'

Interestingly, students who thought that good language learners were

those who completed class assignments and those who followed teacher's

instructions were small-g.4 % and 3 "9 
o/o respectively. This suggests that

the old paradigm also has relatively little support even among students in
our study.

Overall, learners who are motivated, who self-monitor, who have no

fear of making mistakes and who are active and speak out are considered

important.
From Table 5, it is interesting to note that there seems to be greater

contrasts between the perceptions -of lecturers and students for items l, 2,

3,4. More lecturers than students rated learners who are motivated and

leamers who can plan, monitor, and evaluate his/her leaming to be

important characteristics of good language leamers. On the other hand,

more students than lecturers rate learners who are not afraid of making

mistakes and leamers who are active and speak out to be important
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characteristics of good language learners. Again, here we see that more

lecturers than students perceive that good language learners are those who
have qualities of independent leamers.

Table 5. Lecturer vs. Student on Qualities of Good Language Learners

l=Motivated; 2=Self-Monitor; 3=No Fear of Mstakes; 4=Speaks Out 5=Asks

Questions; 6=Interact with Peers; 7=Complete Assignment; 8=Follow Instructions

Lectarers' Views on Reasonsfor Leatnet Failure

Table 6 summarises what lecturers thought to be factors that

contributed to leamers' failure to learn English language (Item 2.10). Not
having enough opporhrnity to use the language in real life was perceived

by lecturers to be the main factor. Other reasons which lecturers

considered important were unfavourable attitude towards the language
(51.6 %,,lack of effort (45.2 %o), unable to plan, monitor and evaluate

own learning (37.1 %), fear to make errors (35.5 y.), and inefficient
leaming strategy (32.3 yo>. Only a very small percentage of lecturers are

of the opinion that low IQ (1.6 T"\ artd lack of talent (1.6 W are reasons

for learner failure to learn English.
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Table 6. Reasons for Learner Failure (%)

Item
Lecturers
fu=62\

Students
(n=154)

Not enough oppornrnity to use the language

Unfavourable attitude towards the language

Lack ofeffort
Unable to plan, monitor and evaluate own

learning
Fear to make errors
Ineffrcient leaming strategy

Frequent absences from class

Lack of attention in class

Below normal lQ
No talent

56.5
51.6
4s.2
37.1
35.5
32.3
25.8
6.5
1.6
1.6

48.7
51.3
38.3
29.2
52.6
32.5
26.6
l3
3.9
3.9

Students' Wews on Reasonsfor Learnet Failpre

Table 6 summarises what students thought to _be 
factors that

contributed to learnbrs' failure to learn English language (Item 2.4). Fear

to make errors was perceived by students to be the main factor. Other

reasons which students considered to be irnportant were unfavourable

attitude towards the languago (51.3 o/o), not $etting enough opportunity to

use the language (48.7 ;/"r,lack of effort (38.3 %) and inefficient leaming

strategy tli.S "A. Only a small percentage of students felt that a low IQ

eg;/; and lack of talent (3.9,6 are reasons for leamer failure to learn

English.
overall, lack of opportunity, unfavourable attitude, lack of efifort, no

self-monitoring and feiiof errors are considered to be of importance when

it comes to reasons for learner failure.
From Table 6, the biggest contrast between lecturers' and students'

perceptions is that more lecturers than students feel that not having

rnouglt opportunity to use the language in real life, lack of effort, and lack

of setf-monitoring cause learner failure to leam English. Howev€r, almost

the same percentage of lecturers and students are of the opinion that

unfavourable attitude and ineffrcient learning strategy contribute to learner

failure to learn English.
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Table 6. Lecturer vs. Student on Reasons for Learner Failure

l=Lack opportunity; 2=unfavourable Attrtude; 3=Lack of Effort; 4=No selrMonitoring;
S=Fear of Errors; 6=Inefficient Skategy; 7=Absances; 8=No Attention; 9=Low Ie; l0=No
Talent

We can see that there is a big contrast between lscfurers' and
students in that more students feel that the fear of making errors contribute
to a learner's failure to learn English. Perhaps this could be a cultural
factor where saving one's face is more important than being corrected for
one's errors, even though not having the fear of making errors is an
important quality of good language leamers as we found earlier. so we
see a correlation here. Therefore, lecturers should be more sensitive to
this issue in that error correction should be done in a more subtle manner.
They should create a classroom atmosphere that is not tlreatening so that
students would be more forthcoming and not be afraid to make mistakes.

Here again we see that relatively more lecturers than sfudents are of
the opinion that the ability to self-monitor, a quality of an independent
learner, is one that contributes to a learner's success in learning English.

Tradit io n al Ass e s sme nt h o,""du, o
Table I and 2 suggest that lecturers in the polytechnics in Singaporc

generally favour a more communicative approach to teaching and leaming
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the English language. An important question to ask then would be whether

the assessment procedures they use support their communicative, learner-

centred classrooms, or, instead, constrain what the lecturers are trying to

do and achieve (Item 2.6).
As can be seen in Table 7, most of the lecturers use more holistic

tlpes of assessment [e.g., interview (67.7 7o) and essay questions (64.5

W) ^lless 
of the more discrete t)'pe of assessment [e.g., fill in the blank

(17.7 %) and multiple choice (12'9 Wl.
Table 7. Types of Assessment (o/o)

Item
Lecturers
(p62)

Interview
Essay Questions
Composition
Fill in the blank
Multiple Choice
Cloze
Matching
True/False
Dictation

67.7
64.5
24.2
17.7
t2.9
t2.9
3.2
1.6

0

When asked about the functions of assessment (Itern 2.7), the

respondents reported that they used assessment to find out how much

stubents have learned (82.3 7o), assess leaming difficulty (67.7 %) and

identifu areas for re-teaching (45.2 %). Other functions of assessment

were to motivate students (43.5 %), assess students' progress (33 '9 Yl and

place students into groups (11.3 %).

Aut h entic A s s essment Pr o cedur es

To what extent do teachers include authentic assessment procedures

such as project work, portfolios, journals, etc. (Item 2.8)? As shown in

Table 8, lecturers use projects to a large extent, whilst portfolios,

interviews, observations, p€er assessment and self-assessment are used to

some extent. Joumals are used only to a small extent.
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Table 8. Alternative Assessment (7o)

Item Lecturers
(Mean)

Project
Portfolio
Interview
Observation
Peer Assessment
Self-Assessment
Journal

4.08
3.77
3.73
).JL
3. l8
3.47
2.59

We can see that there is a move towards using more authentic
assessment procedures. However, the use ofjournals is still lacking. This
could be due to the lecturers' lack of knowledge or training on how to use
journals as a means of assessment. Perhaps, there needs to be more
resources and training provided on using journals as a means of
assessment.

A similar study, by Renandya, Lim, Leong and Jacobs (1999), also
found that journals wers less frequently used by teachers from the ten
Asian countries that were surveyed. However, these teachers also used
less frequently peer assessment and portfolios as assessment procedures
compared to Singapore teachers. This could be due to the teachers' lack of
knowledge or training on how to use peer assessment and portfolios as
means of assessment. Teachers in Singapore, compared to those from
other Asian countries, are more fortunate in that substantial resources are
allocated to teacher training.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we hoped to get a brief overview of whether a sample
of Singapore's tertiary language teachers'perceptions of Engiish language
teaching and learning corresponds with those of students and whether they
are implementing approabhes to teaching and assessment that aro
consistent with trends in the field of language teaching and assessment
internationally. Before we comment on our results, we must first
acknowledge the chief deficiency in our study. Essentiaily, we relied on
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sslf-report questionnaire data from both lecturers and students without

t"*gutution through other data sources, such as classroom observations'

interviews, lesson Plans, etc.

With this deficiency acknowledged but not discounted, what we see

is that tertiary language teachers in Singapore have moved towards a more

communicative, learrGr-centred teaohing methods (Items 2.I, 2.2, 2.3, 2'4,

2.5,2.g,2.10) with some change in assessment techniques (Items 2.6 and

Z.gi. WhV has not there been more change in the area of assessment?

Several possible reasons are discussed below'

DuL to the fact that the students in tertiary institutions in Singapore

do not have to sit for national exams, the lecturers' instruction is not

determined by such examinations. This lack of restriction enables the

lecturers to favour the use of more holistic type of traditional assessmsnt

procedures. However, alternative forms, of assessment are not used to a

ireater extent considering that the teachers' instruction is not bound by

iational examinations. So, even though the lecturers employ

communicative langUage teaching to quite a large extent, altemative forms

of assessrnent are stili not used as much. This could be because of the fact

that alternative forms of assessment, which tend to be more

communicative, are more difficult to design and implement (Bowler and

Parminter LggT). The other reason could be that the area of altemative

assessment is a fairly recent development and teacher-training courses

haue only begun to include it in their curriculum. Much more needs to be

done with iegards to educating and training lecturers in tertiary

institutions in Singapore to facilitate more use of alternative forms of
assessment. Recommended works done on alternative assessment that can

be referred to include Pelton and Reed (1990), F{amayan (1995), Genesee

and upshur (1996), Puht (1997), Brown (1998) and Penaflorida (1998).

This study has shown that most of the students' perceptions of
English language teaching and learning are not completely congruent with

those of the,lecturers, in particular perceptions that tie in with the concept

of independent leaming. A lot rnore has to be done to raise students'

u*ur.oiss of the benefits of being autonomous leamers. By having more

alternative forms of assossment, like projects, portfolios, journals, etc'

lecturers would create a learning environment that help students in

be0oming more autonomous learners.
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It can be concluded that Singapore's tertiary English language
lecturers at the four polytechnics have responded positively to the
challenges of the new paradigm in language teaching and just as we assist
our students to become life-long learners, we too must become life-long
learners ourselves to respond to future challenges.
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